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The development, the rediscover and the protection
of this archaeological area has been a priority for this
Administration. It has funded and keeps on funding so
that Massaciuccoli, set in an amazing landscape, may
become the emblem of the touristic increase in our
municipality.
Mind to the renewed exposure pavilion «Guglielmo
Lera», a modern solution to protect and exhibit the
building and its mosaic and finds. To be mentioned
the construction site. It offers precious direct experiences to the new archaeologists in the remaking of the
pathway, which from the main square leads to the Villa.
Another important aspect is the redevelopment of the
Villa of Venuleis’ area. The entire project aims to lead
the visitors through the Roman Massaciuccoli. It’s not
anymore a static reality; it’s rather a findings source, a
rendezvous, a spot where expectations and didactical
experiences take place.
Massaciuccoli might be a trip in the past, awesome
landscapes, olive trees course and this guide is an invitation to take a journey: with your eyes, your heart
and your soul.
Jose Saramago wrote: ‘We should retrace our steps,
step them one more time and chart besides new courses. We should take again the journey. For good.’
Fabrizio Larini
The Mayor of the Municipality of Massarosa
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The dimensions of this lovely pleasant tiny volume do not
excel in the illustration of the case in question.
Just a few pages, a concise text and a Hobson’s choice
of pictures should give witness to the work made for
years on end by specialized staff, young and old archaeologists and architects. They should also give evidence
to the joint efforts of the Department of Archaeological
Heritage, the University of Pisa and the Municipality of
Massaciuccoli during the excavations, the renovation,
the restoration, the maintenance, the promotion and the
planning actions in prospect of a future management.
The charm of the illustrated subjects, either the frowning forehead of the Jellyfish that becomes a penumbra
chromatic technique or the indefinable animal with
earthly semblance but with fish-shaped tail, evocative
of mysterious sea depth, do not obscure somehow the
importance of the site and the archaeological interest of
these structures. They are precious necklace pearls of
the magic lake of Massaciuccoli.
Probably it is better this way: may this simple reference
to an opulent past make people dream and encourage a
sort of treasure hunt of direct experiences in visiting this
area and sensations aroused by single sensibilities. The
ones who ‘know’, we, did scientifically and concretely
our share. It’s your turn now: consignees, subscribers,
the ones who ‘love’.
Fulvia Lo Schiavo
Superintendent of the Archaeological Heritage of Tuscany
5

Next to the lake

detail of the Peuntingerian Table

Archaeology next to the lake
			

Monica Bini, Fabio Fabiani

T

he water and the land have always competed for the available area in Massaciuccoli. The
territory now occupied by the lake, circa 18.000 years ago, used to be a wide coastal
plane but as time went by, the sea advanced progressively and lapped the Massarosa’s hills.
(circa 5/6.000 years ago). Afterwards (3.500 years ago), the river sediments outcropped the
first sandy cord, thus a lagoon was created and next, it came up to a coastal lake. Other dune
cords leaned against the first one, alternating with damp areas and enlarged the coastal plane
extension up to the present-day beach. In fine, the modern drainage operations have brought
changes to the shape of the lake. Nowadays it has a circular shape, but once it was a water
strip that ran parallel to the coast shore. It was in such a particular environmental context that
intense navigation began: the inland waters had strong connections with the high seas. The
San Rocchino settlement evolved from the end of the eighth century B.C. to the third century
A.D., next to the antique coastal lagoon. It was an important centre of commercial activities.
The Southern Etruria and Greek navigators used to bring here their products. Metal-bearing
rock of hematite iron cores and lead and cooper ingots fragments are already present in the
earliest phases of the built- up area. One of the reasons of such an intense attendance might
be the provisions of precious metal material in the inner Versilia. The salt was produced in another settlement beside the Migliarina of Viareggio, placed on the sandy dunes. It separated
the sea from the lagoon and is dated around the end of the seventh century B.C. The large
quantity of ceramic materials found during the extraction of silicon sands in the area between
Viareggio and Torre del Lago, give evidence of the intense attendance of this coast in different
ages. The amphoras, the receptacles used to transport oil, wine and other foodstuffs give a
proper vision of the compact traffic net, which bonded the settlements next to the lake, such
as Massaciuccoli and the Versilian hinterland, to the principal Mediterranean routes.
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The water roads, which ploughed the sea and the inland water, were integrated from the
road conditions. Highly relevant arterial roads beside others, carrying specific local interest,
used to pass through the coastal plane, during the Roman age. The Roman settlement of
Massaciuccoli, which belonged to Pisa, represented an important coupling of the connection
routes between Pisa, Lucca and Luni. That it why it has often been identified with the stop
station (mansio), named Papyrus Graves in the Peuntingerian Table, a medieval copy of a Roman road map. Despite this, nowadays, some researchers affirm that the station arose along
the road over the coastal dunes (Aurelia/Emilia?), in the inland of Viareggio.
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Versilia born out of the sea
The average sea level has undergone through important variations. Circa 18.000 years ago,
during the last ice age, an enormous quantity of water was stored on the continents, under ice
form: therefore, the sea was circa 120 mt. beneath the current level.
As the ice started to melt, the marine level definitely overgrew and this process proceeds even
nowadays. The sea has taken up territories that were outcropped soil previously, so that seashores and continental areas have been eroded. In collusion with what was globally happening,
the sea almost skirted the
Massarosa’s hills, in Versilia.
Though the marine level
kept on growing, in a complete countertrend, a costal
plain was formed, during
the last 3500 years. This
means that the average sea
level kept on growing and
in the meanwhile, locally,
the sea seemed to recede
and leave open space to
the outcropping of the soil.
This was made up of a lot
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of sediments, distributed along the coast by the main rivers (Arno, Serchio, Magra). These sediments helped the soil to grow faster than the sea. That is how we came up to the first sand bar;
this and the next ones have moved away the sea from the Massarosa’s hills.
Recently, this trend seems to have come to a halt and the presence of eroding phenomena
in large areas of the coast, give evidence of the same. It’s caused because of the relevant
decreasing of the sediments carried by the rivers, principally due to the different use of the
territory. The future trend suggests again the invasion of the soil by the sea, starting from the
depressed areas.
Monica Bini
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The amphoras: leading fossils of the commerce
The amphoras, which suggest a large historical and archaeological interest despite their scarce
material value, were the old transport bins of the merchandise around the Mediterranean area.
They were heavy, fragile and cumbersome and properly shaped to be loaded in ships (perfect
ballast), but, in practise, they were not transportable by soil. Once in the destination port, the
foodstuffs were mostly poured in lightweight bins, which were easier carried on trucks or on the
back of the animals - smaller pitchers, often straw lined, similar to the modern demijohns, the
cloth sacks, wicker baskets, leather bottles - and the amphoras were thrown away: ‘no deposit’,
worthless to reuse.
Therefore, next to the port stations are often found real amphoras’ scrap yards. These objects
are often undamaged so that the archaeologists can come up to weave the naval trade routes
and the export sales. A relevant quantity of different aged amphoras has been discovered
underneath some modern sand caves on the opposite lakeshore of Massaciuccoli, not too far
from the ancient coastline. They perfectly present the role of this area: the destination and sorting zone of the merchandise coming from different areas of Mediterranean and destined to the
apuo- versilian littoral centres and inner areas. The majority of the discovered amphoras were
used to transport wine. The amphoras Dressel 1 and Dressel 2/4 (they got this name from the
German researcher who classified them), were mostly used from the mid-second century B.C.
to the end of the first century A.d. Wine was exported from Italy to Gaul and Spain. The amphoras testify that this trade, later, between the first and third century A.d, changed its direction:
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Italy became importer of wine originated in Gaul (Pelichet
47 amphora) and Spain (Dressel 28 amphoras). Oil, too,
was imported from the Iberian Peninsula, in the typical
spherical amphoras, Dressel 20. This massive import
of oil and wine, spread all over Italy from the second
century A.d., is an unequivocal proof of a serious decline of the Italian agriculture. It was no more able to
compete in big markets with products coming from the
provinces in bigger quantities and lower costs. The
specimens of big amphoras called African I, prove
that in a few decades, the north African oil joined the
Spanish one. Other different less esteemed merchandises, such as potsherd and kitchen utensils
were transported, practically free on board, next to
the precious foodstuffs, loaded in the interstices between the amphoras. That is how Italian tableware
disappeared from the market, just like the Italian
agricultural products did previously, and these were
supplanted from other cheaper African objects. Massaciuccoli didn’t make an exception to this tendency:
pots, pebbles and bowls arrived here from Africa, espe-
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cially from Carthage, at the end of the first century A.d. These bins imitated the Italian stamps
(therefore the researches call them «African stamps»), but they were orange rather than red,
because of the different colour of the clay used to make them. Even the saucepans, the pots
and the kitchen lids were African.
The intense contacts between the Massaciuccoli’s area and the distant Mediterranean shores
prolonged further: garum appeared during the imperial age. It was a sort of fish sauce, widely
used in the Roman table. It arrived from the northern Africa (in African II amphoras) and from
Spain (in Almagro 51 A-B amphoras). The settlements around the lake kept on importing oil
from Africa in big cylindrical butts (Keay XXXVI B) even in the beginning of the sixth century A.d.,
a hundred years after the Western Roman Empire fall. Nevertheless, the antiquity was coming to
an end and another tendency was coming up with the Middle-Age.

M.Cristina Mileti, Claudia Rizzitelli
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The villa

Detail of the painting of ‘700 preserved in the National Museum of Villa Guinigi (Lucca)

The villa: the Venulei’s ‘uncomfortable idleness’s’
			

Giulio Ciampoltrini

W

hat remains from the villa alongside the terrace, where the old parish church of Massaciuccoli arises, is clearly explained in an epigram of Martial (XII, 50): ‘You own forests
with laurel, plane trees and pine trees, and lidos unsuitable to a single person. A porch of a
hundred pillars just for you, alabaster shines underneath you feet, and a runaway share zone
vibrates a dusty racecourses. Everywhere pours running water and everywhere open up immense entrance halls. But there’s no place to eat and sleep. You live a really sad life!’
Antonio Minto, in his fundamental edition of the monument, used to stress ‘the lack of certainty and evident tracks of the villa itself’ and posed the question of the role of the whole
complex. On the other side, Martial, offered a much more vivid answer than the last one and
revealed the results of the eighteenth century excavations. We may recognize what remains
of these rooms in the famous canvas. In here, the objects discovered in 1756 and the excavation itself were immortalized in life-size. This canvas finds itself in the National Museum of
Villa Guinigi in Lucca. The rooms here represented lead to the everyday-life practise in the palatial context. It can be appreciated in the quality of the opus sectile and mosaic pavements,
in the architectonic terra cotta equipment, in the decorative style and the imperial statues
included in here. The presence of service rooms, qualified by the lateritious pavement (opus
spicatum) faced in the essays presented between the ‘700 and the ‘900, indicate the residential character of the area. This sector is dated around the last period of Augusto and Claude
(10-40/50 A.D.) and leads to the development history of the Massaciuccoli’s villa, marked by
the foundation in two buildings distributed on two different terraces. The lower one – building construction approach, architectonic typology, the equipment and the studies conducted
up to the last one in 1991 agree on this – took the actual shape in late Neronian or Flavian
period (60 - 90 A.D) with the installation, which buried the previous structures (relative to a
garden) and next went under the adjustments, principally noticeable in the elevated levels.
Thanks to a fine technique of the lateritious, grateful to the experiences matured in the Ro16

man construction sites which, in a regional area, find relevant analogies only with the public
thermal baths of Pisa, during the Martial’s period arises the irregular complex of the lower
terrace of Massaciuccoli, monumental certificate of the ‘uncomfortable idleness’s’, item of
the courteous irony of Martial.
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Maybe nowadays the olive grove which surrounds the ruins, gives just a pallid idea of the
wood where laurel, plane and pine trees are tangled. On the contrary, the thermal sector
of the villa meets the needs of the anonymous addressee of Martial’s verses. Actually, the
western quadrant of the complex – lost to large extent –, according to the ‘canonical’ course
in the thermal baths, foresees an outhouse (Q room), furnished with a sewer for the sewage
disposal, separated by a corridor (N) from the room R (warmed up by the adjacent praefurnium and the boiler room, whose traces were found in 1991). This is the first room of the
thermal area – definitely incomplete – and its impressiveness is highly appreciated, mostly
in the vast sudatio Z: it’s a real sauna, thanks to the pavement, which settles on strong short
pillars. It can diffuse with no heating loss, the warmth produced by the boiler, which is settled
in the midst of the room. The leaded paving stone, discovered in 1770, helped to raise the
ambient temperature and to promote the evaporation of the water thrown on the marble floor.
This ambient can be compared to the so-called heliocaminus of Villa Adriana, to the thermal
baths of Domitian’s villa in Sabaudia and to the Bocca di magra villa in Liguria. The porches,
the arcades and the hippodrome are not attested in Massaciuccoli. The marble floors of the
representative rooms of the villa were still visible during the 17th century and slightly even
in 1921, Minto saw them. Nowadays remain only the traces on the cement base, which once
used to carry the ‘shining onyx’. The running water was an essential element of the villa’s
life, whose ‘heart’– al least during the construction phase – was recognized in the ‘water
lily-triclinium’, made up from the apsed room H (the triclinium) and the big basin I. Here, the
waterfall used to come from the cisterns encompassed in the upper part of the villa’s construction: a fluctuating, sparkling, sounding element of the architectonic prospect, exalted by
the niches and the sculptures and dilated by the lateral rooms (O, F) originally wide opened.
The ‘water lily-triclinium’ H-I, probably soon transformed into a frigidarium in the thermal
complex, in the original implant leaded to the thermal sector, through the corridor N and the
18
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room X (probably the final room of the balneum perimeter); it afforded to a ‘private’ room
(Y), with irregular convex walls, which probably played a ‘seasonal’ role, due to the heating
assured from the vicinity with the sudatio Z. At the end, on the eastside, it leaded to some uneasily identifiable rooms (A and B). Probably these were used to receive and welcome guests,
as testified by the (vanished) marble pavements. Probably, these represent the atria longa of
Martial, initially opened to the external from the eastern side of the complex and later turned
into the end stop of the monumental staircase (D), the connection with the upper terrace. Both
nucleus of the complex, the thermal baths, non unius balnea; the ‘water lily-triclinium’ and
relative outbuildings, which dilate the set design and the water rumour to the whole construction (et pereuntis aquae fluctus ubique sonat), were seconded by service structures, essential
either to the heating system input, or to the servants’ bustle. (U, V, G?)
The locus... cenantibus o somno should be located in the upper terrace: the staircase P,
which permitted an autonomous access to the outhouse Q and to the thermal baths, and the
powerful elliptical plant, which still shapes the western side of the upper terrace, as well as
the results of the excavations in 1756, evidence the ‘once.upon-a-time’ tone of this sector.
Nonetheless, the real goal of this villa wasn’t a residential one, as the Martial’s interlocutor
used to confirm. The ‘reception’ is its real use, in a monumental scenario which exalts the life
of the relations - with the thermal baths as well as with the ‘water lily-triclinium’- even in a
short-sojourn context. The owners’ identikit has a lot of details: a big family. Between the late
period of Nerone and Flavio, it transfers techniques (the lateritious) and Urbian architectonic
models (so called heliocaminus, the ‘water lily-triclinium’) into the ager Pisanus. These are
settled in a sumptuousness realisation, exalted by marble elements in the floor covering and
garments as well as by the sculptured furnish. The leaded water main fragment discovered
in 1770, initialled l∙l∙venuleior∙/ mont∙et∙apron∙ leads us not only to the identity of the
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owner of the workshop, where the water mains were manufactured, but to the name of the
villa’s owners too (fig. pg.44).
L. Venuleius Montanus and L. Venuleius Apronianus – father and son – are also mentioned
in a dedication to Dea Bona in San Miniato and in other epigraphic documents: the first one
is the proconsul of Ponto and Bitinia during Nerone’s empire, the second one is a consul in
92 A.D. thus consecrates the social accession of his family; his son (natural or in-law) is L.
Venuleius Apronianus Octavius Priscus, ordinary consul in 123; his nephew – probably – is
the homonym consul in 168 and the family is extinguished after him. Anyway, we lose their
tracks. The Massaciuccoli’s villa history might be thus read in the family’s accession background, from their origins in Pisa to the gable end of the senatorial aristocracy; the foundation with Montanus, in the beginning of the senatorial career during the Claude’s period; the
exaltation of the family’s role, in a withdrew zone, though next to the crossroads and maritime
crossings in the northern Tyrrhenian Sea, the monumental enlargement of the complex while
Montanus followed the first career steps of his son, introducing him in Massaciuccoli, and
in Pisa also, with the public thermal baths construction or with a dedication to an important
divinity of the agricultural life. The establishment of a monument which promotes buildings
midst the nature, in open spaces, ideal as an architectonic setting to the celebration of an
socially arising family, should be dated around the ‘70 and the ‘80 A.D. : the Massaciuccoli’s
idleness’s.
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The building with the mosaic

Hexagonal bricked floor of the building with the mosaic

First excavations...
			

Francesco Ghizzani Marcìa

T

discovered between 1931 and 1932 and it represents a whole with the structures up stream the
street, underway excavation since 2006. Soon after its
discovery, the handwork was buried again, since the
‘50s, as Guglielmo Lera took the initiative and it was
settled to bring to light the most important sectors.
Remains thus still partially buried a portion which was
excavated in the 30’s. While attending the end of the
excavations, we will describe the museum structures
settled in the pavilion downstream the street, since
2007. The building was built up probably at the beginning of the first century A.D. At the beginning, it had
two rooms: a big square shaped one (A) - on the left of
the entrance in the pavilion - which shows nowadays
several branched arias. It has terra cotta hexagonal
floor tiles and a riddle of ante humidity chalk outstretches on the walls. It is not clear the exact function
of this room: the flooring type evidences only a sort
of service utility or a lower-middle level house room.
The room overlooked east, towards the modern road,
over a paved area (B), probably an opened yard. On the
south, it bordered on another open area, a garden or a
vegetable plot. (E)
The northern sector of the building was heavily dismantled during the complex reconstruction. Some
24

Step I

debris of stonewalls are still safe and these are
sufficient to prove the presence of another big
room, with a simple hard court flooring (C). It has a
kitchen: a squared fireside basement was discovered during the excavations in 2006, just before
the definitive placement of the mosaic. The kitchen of the simple houses - between now and then
- used to be the most important room. It leaded to
the eastern part, the current street, through a door,
next walled up: probably it headed to another open
space. (F) Though the function of the first building
is still unclear, the structural features which associate it with small county farms and farmhouses,
which spread over the late-republican and the
early-imperial Italian countryside (II B.C. - I A.D.)
appear quite suggestive. Here, in Massaciuccoli,
we might be in front of a medium sized rural implant also. Its elements are a kitchen-sojourn (C), a
not better classified big room (A), a deposit for the
foodstuffs which required a dry setting, reserved
to other agricultural and domestic activities. It’s
hard to precise the period of the first building’s
renovation. Down southern sector, the big room (A)
Step III was divided into smaller rooms and others
were annexed south and east. They looked over
yards, partially porched ones (the discovery of
some quarter-circle tiles, similar to the ones used
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Step II

for the pillars, suggests it). The interruption of the
eastward crossing and the setting up of a narrow
corridor (L) beside the building’s external wall,
probably a staircase plain which demonstrates the
realisation of an either elevated plain or a simple
wooden platform, are registered in the northern
district. The complex kept on presenting the same
qualities,despite the increasing plan complexity
and the enlarged dimensions. The building kept its
rural nature, with areas still dedicated to lower middle housing or service needs.
During the late Neronian period (immediately after
the mid-first century A.D.) another radical renovation changed definitely the building’s look and
functions. The most relevant action was setting up
a small thermal area (balneum), which extended in
the entire northern sector next to the demolition of
the pre-existing rooms. As usually, the balneum,
had a lot of rooms with different functions, settled according a specific sequence: the entrance
hall (4), used as locker room (apodytérium) too, a
small corridor with white mosaic edged by black
bands - still present during the excavation period
but lost nowadays - which led to the cold-water
baths saloon (frigidarium). Here is still conserved
the mosaic floor (1), decorated with fantastic animals, and the marbled covered basin (2). Northern,
26

Step III

a doorway led to an intermediate area, partially mined and covered (external to the pavilion),
the tepidarium, and next the hot bath room (caldarium), warmed up by the hypocaust (7).
Elevated floors on tiled pillars were foreseen for the under flooring heating implant, typical in
the roman baths since I A.D. Thus, the hot air originated from an oven (6) circulated through
the gaps. A sector of the entrance is still visible inside the building. (5) The two sectors were
directly connected with a doorway; this brought necessarily to the setting of new flooring in
the southern sector. This flooring was thus placed in an upper level in order to uniform it to the
trample plain of the thermal sector. A plain of overturned tiles (in the room 16) and a beaten
area in tile flakes and clay (in the room 14) is all that remains from the new pavements. In
the beginning, this building was considered a villa; recently another hypothesis considers it
either a stop station (mansio) or a minor visitor centre, offered to the wayfarers of a secondary
traffic stream, along the road which tied up Luni, Lucca and Pisa. This complex is a part of
the structures underway excavation in the ‘Construction site’, upstream the road, as Venuleis’
signed tiles, are found here too. Its history, at least for a period of time, has reference to the
important family of Pisa, whose villa ruled over the hill.
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What’s a mansio ?

Housing structures were offered to the wayfarer during the Roman Empire. People could rest
here, especially during their long routes. We usually call them mansio, but there were other
designations for these complexes according to their different sorts. The dimensions and the
accessory equipments were variable and differed primarily according to the route they served
(principal or minor one), to their owners and the offered service. In some of them the overnight
stay was scheduled, in others people could only restore; some were public, linked to the public
mail service and the horse could be exchanged, others were simpler private hostels.
The bigger and furnished mansions had usually big entrances, with porches and suitable to the
carts’ access. These entrances leaded to a big central court and different quarter looked over
it. Some areas were reserved to the travellers’ accommodation (constituted from a variable
number of lined up rooms), others were designated to the services (deposits, consignments and
stables), or artisan installations and there was at least a thermal implant, which guaranteed a
relief from the fatigues of the travel. There was not a reference model for balneum: the archaeological evidence gives back structures of variable sizes and plans according to the importance
of the complex and the number of its guests. The written fonts testify the frequent resort to the
workshops (tabernae) and other structures, such as infirmaries and artisan shops inside the
mansio or right in its neighbourhoods.
Francesco Ghizzani Marcìa
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...recent excavations
			

Francesca Anichini

T

he history goes on and the discoveries do the same. After almost 70 years, right in Massaciuccoli, the excavations started again, with new techniques and methodologies. The
area upstream Via Pietra a Padule, occupied by a shabby elementary school, now is called
‘the Construction site’. These words emphasise, on purpose, the work in progress and its
numerous prospects: a construction site is actually a vivid place, a space where a lot of different activities entwine.
Thus a work in progress, which aims to unit in the same area, archaeological professionalism,
know-how for the would-be archaeologists thanks to university stages, research obviously,
and above all, the discovery of the history as a common shared value and a prospect of touristic and cultural development for the entire Massaciuccoli’s area.
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The origin of this project derives from the first discoveries of 2004: during the initial phases
for the realization of the new museum, building rests and Roman aged objects cropped up.
The modified project and the far-sightedness of who saw in this site a possible enlargement
of the archaeological area accessible to the visitors – they have the opportunity to experience
directly the excavation phases – have promoted a modern action plane of archaeological
research.
Actually, since summer 2006, the undertaken activities have helped to quantify the rich archaeological potentiality buried in this site portion. The area now under excavation, ranges
circa 550 Sqm. and is fully covered by a tension structure (temporal), which screens it out
from the atmospheric agents, though lets it visible. Besides, since 2009, a laboratory is on
air. It aims to the storage of the discovered materials, as well as to the study and research
activity, the education and archaeological didactics, which give a deeper breath to the original
project. Next to the first three campaigns, there are a lot of results, though partial. Nine four
edged rooms of different surfaces (from 15 to 25 Sqmt) and three big areas are recognizable probably courtyards or free spaces. In these last ones, no internal subdivisions are evidenced.
It’s not possible yet to see the flooring planes, in order to identify their functions (residential,
productive, service etc.) and the exact chronology of these rooms. Despite that, due to the
good conservation state of the horizontal stratigraphy, the particular constructive technique
of the delimited stonework is clearly noticeable: these structures are partially realised with
chalky stones rows and partly with overturned tiles filled up with lateritious fragments mixed
with lime mortar. The technique and the predisposition of the structures in this building, identical to the ones with open mosaic, discovered in 1932, confirm the unity of the complex, now
separated from the modern road. The discovery of various bricks signed Venulei, is a proof
of the relations with the important family from Pisa, the owner of the villa that ruled over the
hill. Next to its neglect, in a not yet identified period of time, the complex was partially used
as a cave for construction material. Then, it was buried under terrain stratums, which came
down from the mountain as per natural motifs. Over here were built small houses (probably
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huts and roofing) with wooden and clay poles, straw covered and other areas were used as
vegetable plots. The only evidences of these buildings are constituted by the numerous pole
holes and the agricultural activities signs. This discovery is very important considering that
no post-roman living areas were ever documented here before: the archaeological excavation of the 30’s didn’t pay attention to what we can simply define as labile living traces, free
from monumental evidence, but not less interesting for the Massaciuccoli’s settlement history. Therefore, the Construction site is an area ‘in progress’ and this is just the beginning of
a long story.
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Excavation nowadays. The archaeologist’s job
The archaeologist’s job has run through a lot of changes, since the ‘30, when the building with
mosaic work in via Pietra a Padule was excavated. The knowledge have changed and the ‘stratigraphic’ excavation method was asserted; even the approach with the archaeological asset, which
doesn’t simply represent the treasure object, but exposes itself as a part of the commune historical
memory, a social memory. The archaeologist is more a professional than an ardent volunteer; his
education is the result of either specialist university studies or a long practical experience on the
spot. Up to a few decades ago, in Massaciuccoli as well as in other sites, the aim of an archaeological excavation was to bring to light the rests of the stonework, the floorings, and to collect the most
undamaged and precious objects; recently, the modern archaeology has discovered the value of
the ground which has buried everything during these centuries and has kept safe, other information, apparently invisible, carefully hidden to a naive eye. The result of a lot of both human and natural actions - such as the construction of a building or the firing to cook, a sudden earthquake, as
well as the gradual burial of a house with collapses and slight land slides next to its relinquishment
- bring recognizable signs and these, as a whole, constitute the so called ‘stratographic deposit’.
The archaeologist’s job is to recognize these signs (called stratographical units), to decide their
temporal collocation, to understand the origin and interpret their comprehensive meaning. Making
an archaeological excavation is similar to reading a book starting from the last page, from the most
recent traces, and so back on the older ones, stirred by the interest to discover and understand the
events, which brought to that specific historical context. At the same time, the archaeological excavation is unavoidably a destructive action: to come up to the oldest phases, we should necessarily
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take away the recent ones. Thus it’s essential to draw up a detailed documentation made up of
mappings, designs, photos, technical reports, cataloguing of the recovered objects, analysis in laboratory: it’s a team job and other specialists are involved. This long-term and meticulous research
permits the heritage and in necessary the revision of every data of it. The modern archaeologist,
with no whip and hat, has to use different tools, according to the discovered signs and the course
of action required. In some deposits, may be used small mechanical excavators, in others (the
majority) the use of the pick and the shovel, rather than the float (trowl is the preferred one) or the
scalpel and the brush (especially in the burial excavations). Besides, the know-how and the usage
of the modern technology, which guarantees mappings with precision equipments and pc reproducible designs, the realisation of high definition digital images, collecting samples for laboratory
analysis, catalogue all the data in big informatics archives are all necessary. So, the archaeologist
is a highly qualified professional, with different aptitudes. He has to discover, guarantee but mostly
narrate and explain the fragments of that history, made up of men
and women, of their work and daily life. They rarely shows up in
history books, full with emperors and important names; a so called
‘minor history’, a heritage for everyone yet to be discovered.
Francesca Anichini
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Exhibition in situ: walls and finds on show

Trademark on ceramic plate italic initial of the building with the mosaic

An exhibition of walls and finds
			

M. Letizia Gualandi

T

he transparent and light pavilion is set up over the building’s structure, discovered in the
30’s in Via Pietra a Padule. It has big glass doors, which stress the continuity from external
to internal area and are perfectly capable to conserve the ruins. Some footbridges rise over
and the wall ruins are clearly visible. They are illustrated by panels which represent graphically the ‘lost’ parts. The white and black mosaic, which gives the name to this building, is
nowadays restored and set up in its original collocation. Some panels, installed in an open
area, a terrace projected in the lake’s landscape, represent the ‘once-upon-a time’ outlook
and its variations up to the current shape. Some of the roman imperial age finds are also
installed in the pavilion.
These were used in the same period of the building up and the habitation of this site. The architectonic fragments offer good elements to reconstruct even the unfound parts of the building: porches held by lateritious pillars, hexagonal and herringbone flooring, wooden roofs and
attics fixed with carpenter nails, glass windows. The ruins of painted plasters and marble
coverings (uninstalled yet) recall the internal finishing touch, while the oil lamps, the crockery
and the earthenware inform us on the ordinary life.
During The I and II A.D. people used to lay on the table with light red ceramic plates and
bowls. Sometimes, these were decorated with relief printings (so called sigilla in latin; therefore ‘sealing’, the name used by the archaeologist for this sort of ceramics). These products
were manufactured in different areas of the Peninsula between the first late-century B.C.
and the first mid-century A.D. (‘italic’ sealing) and later, up to the second mid-century (‘lateitalic’ sealing). Some of these pots have the producers stamp: CNAT, which means Cneus
Ateius. During I B.C. and I A.D. this ceramicist was the owner of a lot of manufactures in
different areas, in Pisa also. CNAM means Cnei Ateii Mahes, and Mahes stands for the name
of a slave or a freedman of Cneus Ateius, who used to work in a workshop in Pisa. The last
stamp is ATEP, where P might stand for Philo, Plocamus, Primigenius, Primus or Pylades.
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These are other slaves or freedmen, just like Mahes,
and work for Ateius in his workshop in Pisa. Evenings,
the rooms were lightened by the light of terra cotta
oil lamps, which held also the stamp with the name
of the producer in its pedestal, therefore firmalampen
in German. These are extremely simple and cheap
objects, decoration free and were widespread in the
centre-northern Italy during I and II A.D. We don’t have
enough data regarding the decoration of the building
with the mosaic. Some of the sculptures recovered in
the fragments of the thermal basin, probably came
from here, but the hypothesis of their origin from the
Venuleis’s villa can’t be excluded. Taking a look on the
pictures of these pieces – they’re actually private – we
can come up to a two faced erma (a pillar surmounted
by two opposed figures, Dionysius’s and an old satyr’s
one) and a group of children and animals, a big feline among them, a panther likely, which refers to the
myths of Dionysius, the god of wine and inebriation.
Both the erma and the Dionysian group are frequent
elements in the garden’s and thermal areas furnish.
There’s also a feminine portrait, probably an exponent of the imperial family, as by the tiara on her hair.
Her hairdressing, with three rows of ringlets, which
fall from the central parting, and the rest of her hair
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which shapes a tangle on her nape, was in auge during the first mid-century A.D. The resemblance with
the official portrait of Agrippina minor – the mother of
Nerone – evidences that it might be exactly her portrait, though the corrosion of the traits doesn’t help
in confirming this hypothesis. These opera are dated
back to the first mid-century and the beginnings of
the second one. There are only a few adumbrations
to the opulent Venuleis’s villa: for now, the lateritious
walls elevated on the terrace under the parish church
and the scarce discovered material are the only witnesses. In Massaciuccoli, is installed for the very first
time, the famous fragment of the leaded water main,
discovered in ‘700. It is considered worthy to show up
in the Grand Duke collections and in the Archaeological Museum of Florence. This precious document associates the villa to the Venuleis’s, just like a stamp on
a tile associates this important and rich lineage from
Pisa to the building with the mosaic.
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The mosaic			
Fulvia Donati

T

he original mosaic pavement is relayed in the frigidarium. It represents an pattern with
fantasy marine creatures and it’s realised according a compilation of black and white. The
ruined marble manhole, with four holes for the draining, is rebuilt in the middle of it.
The decorated area is panelled by three black concentric frames, whose size descends gradually, starting from the widest external edge, which runs along the room’s perimeter. Marble
slabs covered its walls.
Two couples of marine animals on the central surface of the mosaic are not clearly identifiable: they might be hippocampus, goats or felines, whose fish-shaped extremities, extend
in length and draw close to the long sides profiles of the room; on the short ones stand out
big vegetable goblets with leafy stalks. The goblets come out from an arch-shaped acanthus
(?) leafy vine-shoot; right in the middle, on both sides of the draining manhole, two dolphin
couples with long entwined tails and treble caudal fins.
While linear traits shape the anatomic partitions and emphasise the motions going through
internally the black silhouette of these figures. The decorative motifs linked to the water are
quite common on the thermal mosaics in I and II c. A.D and in the central houses of Vesuvius
and Ostia. These were a hit during Adriano’s era.
Its composing style is quite elegant, despite the rigid distribution and symmetry criteria applied. The mosaic of Massaciuccoli, in opposite with others, more refined and exuberant
representations of this period, seems to be a parlour’s work. It doesn’t always respect the
adopted model, as well as the details (the leaves’ kalathos) and the yield of the shade lines
projected from the animals’ legs are concerned.
It dates back to the second renovation of the building, in the first mid-century A.D.
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How to make out a mosaic?
The mosaic (opus musivum) is the most frequent floor covering during the Roman period because it is very resistant and long-lasting. It’s a drafting, made up of an exterior mantle of small
marble or stone cubes (tessellae therefore tessellatum), precisely cut with a hammer. The artisan
(tessellarius) used to put these in a grout layer creating the design. Both Vitruvius and Plinio,
give us precise information on the realisation of a mosaic floor. It had almost three overlapping
layers: the priming was a cast of big constipated cobbles - statumen - to assure a good drain.
The next one was a layer of irregular broken flints admixed to lime (rudus). Usually it was circa
20 – 25 cm thick and a real bed of plugs was put on this – nucleus – in lime mortar, sand and
grinded bricks (often circa 12 cm thick). It was present in bigger amounts in external areas or
with particular hydraulics needs ones. Because of prolix reasons a drawing was made on this
layer. It was engraved with sharpened tools and next freshened up with paint, or using a painting
soaked strained cord, fixed in the mortar with small nails, to outline the details of the decorating pattern; other patterns were added in the inner part and they were mostly painted in red/
yellow ochre, the Sinope’s land, therefore the term of synopia. At the end the upper pavement
had to be levelled, and the holes between the plugs had to be filled with fine grout. In the opus
vermiculatum, the plugs were smaller than 1 cm to side and the drafting was not regular, so it
could reproduce a particular pictorial composition. This technique was used to create refined
pictures (emblèmata), made in workshops and then settled on a brick basis, so it could be easily
transported and placed on the pavement.
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Smaller and lighter glass plugs were used in the beginning of the imperial period. These reflected
the light and were really suitable to furnish the rooms with basin or to decorate walls or roofs, next
enriched with a gold leaf. Meanwhile, the luxurious floor, made up of stone or coloured marble tarsiers (opus sectile), similar to the one discovered in ‘700 in Venuleis’s villa, became gradually a hit.
Fulvia Donati
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Roman Massaciuccoli

Detail of the mosaic

Chronicle 			
				Emanuela Paribeni

W

e suggest a chronicle, whose aim is to catalogue, in an easy consultation form, the main
historic passages of the Roman settlement in Massaciuccoli and its survival.
Therefore important choices are taken, a lot of details are forsaken and some hypothesis, which
haven’t still got neither absolute certainty nor the total consensus of the researchers, are here
taken for granted.
The archaeology, which since the end of ‘700 has paid good attention to those bricked bounded
up walls – they never fell, while the Roman Massaciuccoli was buried under landslides – must
also inform the reader on the doubts and the limits of its methodology and its action possibilities.
The archaeological researches are dated too. A place that has never been uninhabited can not
be explored entirely; renovations along centuries, predations and new uses, have transformed
the object of our investigation into something else, different but not less interesting.
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History …

High mediaeval period (VIII-IX A.D.)
The very first church (the current parish
church of S. Laurence) is built on the upper
terrace with materials plundered from the
villa; the space around is occupied by the
cemetery.

III-II. B.C.
The area between the hill and the lake is inhabited by Etruscans.
The beginning of I A.D
A rural building arises on the lakeshore,
probably near a landing place; over the hill,
the Venuleis build up a luxurious villa with
two terraces.

XIV-XVII A.D
The strong structures in bricks, which belonged to the lower terrace are used for the
houses of a modest village.

First mid-century A.D.
The Venuleis transform the rural building
into a mansio; courts, new area and a thermal implant welcome the wayfarers, who
come from the opposite side of the lake or
via terra.

... and archaeology
1756-1770
The first discoveries in the upper terrace,
behind the parish church of Saint Laurence.
The only undamaged find is the leaded water
main initialled Venulei, nowadays exhibited
in Massaciuccoli.

I-II A.D.
The Venuleis’s villa extends proportionally to
the economical and political accession of its
members: thermal areas and open spaces
dedicated to the banquet and the restore of
the owners and their guests, replace the garden of the lower terrace.

1819-1843
New excavations in 1819 with Maria Luisa
di Borbone, the walls are renovated in 1929.
Emanuele Repetti, recognizes the villa of
gens Venuleia in his dictionary. Their name is
clearly readable on the water main.

Late ancient period (IV-VII A.D.)
The villa is still a vivid reference point for the
Massaciuccoli’s settlement.

1876-1878
Other excavations funded by the Department
for Education and Skills.
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1970-1978
The Antiquarium is set up next to the ruins of
via Pietra a Padule. It’s inaugurated in 1978
and archaeological materials are installed.

1920-1921
The district superintendent Antonio Minto
starts the exploration of both terraces. For
the first time these are carefully examined,
described and interpreted as public ‘thermal
baths’.

1982-1987
The mosaic is removed again and renovated
in the Laboratory of the Stones in Florence.

1931-1932
Downstream via Pietra a Padule, during the
excavations for the Casa del Fascio foundations, other ruins are discovered. The excavation directed by Doro Levi, brings to light another building with rural rooms as well as a
thermal implant and its ‘Villa of the mosaics’

1990-1992
The Board for Cultural Heritage and Preservation makes other investigations on the
‘thermal baths’. In 1992, the mosaic is back
to Massaciuccoli and installed in the ex- Elementary School.

1957
Upstream via Pietra a Padule, during the
building up of the elementary school, ruins
of two floors are discovered. They lay circa 1
mt under the current street level.

1993-1994
G. Ciampoltrini, thanks to a new interpretation of the ‘thermal baths’, hypothesis of Villa
of otiumand its contacts with the Venuleis.
Besides, he documents its survival up to the
late ancient period and its inhabitation during the Middle-Age.

‘60
The mosaics of the ‘villa’, hardly removed
and badly restored, in 1961 are placed in the
frigidarium and in the corridor.

1998
G. Ciampoltrini examines again the ‘Villa of
the mosaics’ and presents a new interpretation of the same: a stop station (mansio)
along the road traffic nearby the hill. During
the Roman period, it was the jointure of Pisa,
Lucca and Luni.

1969
Mauro Cristofani directs the renovation of
the buildings and a survey in the ‘villa’. He
announces a brick fragment sigled from the
Venuleis’.
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augurated in 2007. It offers the installation
of ancient structures, the collocation of the
mosaic in the frigidarium and the exhibition
of several funds.

2004
The Municipality projects the building up of a
new museum in the place of the ex-Elementary School. At the beginning of the excavations, archaeological materials come to light.
After careful surveys it is verified that the
whole area presents a rich archaeological
deposit. The site, called ‘Construction site’ is
equipped for archaeological explorations.

2006-2008
Excavations beneath the frigidarium (before
the mosaic settlement) and in the ‘Construction site’ area: other parts of ‘the building
with the mosaic’ come to light.

2004-2007
The Board for Cultural Heritage and Preservation and the Municipality settle the ideal
centre for the internal site exhibition, ‘the
building with the mosaic’. Once the Antiquarium is demolished, a big Pavilion is in-

2009
This Guide is printed, to testify what is
known and what has been done so far and
to present the projects towards the Roman
Massaciuccoli.
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Exposition pavilion Guglielmo Lera
Via Pietra a Padule
Loc. Massaciuccoli (Massarosa – LU)
Tel. 0584 974550
www.massaciuccoliromana.it
info@massaciuccoliromana.it

How to reach Massaciuccoli
Massaciuccoli is on the eastern side of the homonymous
lake, along the Via Pietra a Padule; you can reach it:
By car:
From Pisa, right after the Pisa Nord exit from highway A12,
turn right off the SS. 1 Aurelia and go towards the mountains,
go on to the end of Via Traversagna and then turn left on Via
Pietra a Padule;
From Viareggio, take Highway A 11 for Lucca, exit at
Massarosa,take the SS. 439 Sarzanese, pass Massarosa and
Bozzano, turn right on Via di Mezzo towards Massaciuccoli
and keep going on Via Pietra a Padule;
From Lucca, take Highway A 11 towards Viareggio, exit at
Massarosa, take the SS. 439 Sarzanese, pass Massarosa and
Bozzano, turn right on Via di Mezzo towards Massaciuccoli
and keep going on Via Pietra a Padule;
By train:
Firenze – Lucca – Viareggio Line, Bozzano or Viareggio
station; then take a local bus.
Firenze – Pisa – Viareggio Line, Viareggio station; then take
a local bus.
By boat:
From the Torre del Lago shore (Viareggio – LU)
By bicycle:
From SS. 439 Sarzanese, once you reach the Quiesa district
turn towards Massaciuccoli, keep on Pietra a Padule road
along the lake: a scenic itinerary, much loved by cyclists!
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